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NOMAD PRO
Overview
NoMAD Pro is a macOS menu bar application designed to make users’ and admins’ lives easier by allowing for
simple manipulation of logins to directory and authentication services like Okta.
NoMAD Pro’s primary function is to manage Okta session tokens for users. From this, a number of secondary
functions become possible, such as running scripts at various times, gathering user information from a
directory, and completing basic Kerberos actions, such as renewing tickets. These secondary functions are all
focused on making users’ and admins’ lives easier, and providing a better overall user experience.

Structure
NoMAD Pro is a small application written primarily in Swift with some Objective-C. Great care has been taken
during the planning and writing of NoMAD Pro to ensure that all activities done with user passwords are treated
with appropriate security. Apple’s APIs are used whenever possible so that NoMAD Pro can take advantage of
what’s already in macOS without having to create new code.
NoMAD Pro works with the Defaults system on macOS to set and get all of its preferences. Therefore, any
Mobile Device Management solution can set preference keys for the application. In addition, any management
solution that can install conﬁguration proﬁles on the Mac can also conﬁgure NoMAD Pro.
In order to keep the user clutter down, many of these preferences are not available from the user interface.
They can, however, be set via conﬁguration proﬁles, or by using the “defaults” command from the command
line on the Mac.

Mobile Accounts
NoMAD Pro is designed to work with local accounts on your Mac, not AD-based mobile accounts. This is
primarily because NoMAD Pro can change a password through Okta, even when not on the domain. This isn't
possible with a mobile account, as you can only update the local password when AD is reachable.
If you are currently using mobile accounts and would like to change, please let us know; we’d be happy to
provide you with some resources to help you make this change as easily as possible.

BASIC OPERATION
When launched, NoMAD Pro appears as a caribou icon in the menu bar at the top right of the screen. Clicking
this icon shows a variety of menu items based on system attributes and user input. All of the menu items can
be programmatically hidden, and their text can be changed by setting preferences for the application.
By default, the ﬁrst menu item shows “Not Signed In” until a user has successfully signed in to NoMAD Pro, at
which point it shows the last user to have successfully signed in.

Sign In
Selecting the "Sign in" menu presents the user with the Sign in screen. Here, a user can enter in their username
and password, and then select the browser of their choice that they would like the Otka session token to be

used with. (Note: the browser menu setting of “default” uses the user’s current default browser, as set in
System Preferences.)
Entering in a username and a password and selecting the “Sign In” button initiates an Okta authentication
request using the Okta application programming interfaces (APIs) to the endpoint speciﬁed in the NoMAD Pro
Preferences. If the user has multi-factor authentication (MFA) enabled, they are prompted to pick an MFA to
use if they have more than one, or they are asked to provide the selected MFA response.

On successful authentication, the user is redirected to the Okta dashboard page, where they can launch other
single sign-on-enabled applications. For a list of supported MFA types, please see Appendix A.

Lock Screen
The "Lock Screen" menu item locks the user’s screen. This functions in much the same way as enabling a hot
corner to activate a screen saver. (Note: this menu item is not shown on macOS 10.13 High Sierra or greater,
since there is already a menu option included in the Apple Menu.)

Change Password
This menu item allows a user to change their password through the Okta change page, a Kerberos password
change, or another admin-conﬁgured method. This menu is hidden by default, but can be enabled in the
Preferences. Password changes can be enabled via Kerberos, the user’s Okta dashboard, other webpage or
local application or script. Keep in mind that password changes forced via Okta settings happen outside of this
menu and are shown to the user when they authenticate. This menu is best suited for situations where you are
AD-mastered as Okta does not always know when a user’s password will expire or for situations where you like
to offer the user a method for changing their password irregardless of their expiration date.

If Kerberos settings have been conﬁgured, password changes default to Kerberos, then the Okta dashboard.
Otherwise, changes default to the user’s Okta dashboard.
Changes made through any method other than Kerberos require the user to re-authenticate via NoMAD Pro to
ensure that the password change is fully integrated into the local system. To help facilitate this process, you
can set the ChangePasswordTimer preference key to establish a delay between when the external webpage
is triggered and when NoMAD Pro prompts the user to re-authenticate.

Get Software
This menu item launches a self-service application, such as JAMF’s Self Service, Munki’s Managed Software
Center, or LanRev’s self-service application. Admins can either use NoMAD’s built-in detection of these services
or specify an app, webpage, or script to launch instead. An admin can also prevent this menu item from
showing at all.

Get Help
Similar to the “Get Software” menu item, “Get Help” launches an application, loads a webpage, or runs a script
to allow the user to communicate with their IT department and get support. Admins can specify the behavior of
this menu item by manipulating the preferences keys explained later in this document.

Preferences
This menu item causes the Preferences window to be shown. The major admin preference options are
specifying an Okta domain to use for authentication. The “Check for Safari” extension alerts the user when the
NoMAD extension is not currently enabled in Safari. “Warn on password expiration” determines whether or not
NoMAD Pro warns users before their password expires. You can also set the ability to use the user’s Keychain
to store the Okta password and to allow NoMAD Pro to synchronize the user’s Okta password to their local
macOS account password. “Auto Authenticate” automatically authenticates the user when called from a web
browser. “Hide Change Password” determines whether the “Change Password” menu is shown or not. Finally,
the “Ignore Domain Reachability” setting has NoMAD Pro try to get Kerberos tickets on any network change
without ﬁrst looking up SRV records for the domain. This is most useful when you are specifying LDAP servers,
rather than allowing AD site lookups.
The Kerberos section is for environments where Kerberos tickets are still desired from an Active Directory
domain. A detailed discussion of this is located in the Kerberos section of this guide, Appendix B.
All preferences can be forced into speciﬁc settings by applying conﬁguration proﬁles. In that case, the NoMAD
Pro preferences window does not allow the user to change that particular setting, and the text appears greyed
out.
The only preference that is required is the Authentication Domain. NoMAD Pro shows the preferences on
launch if that information has not been ﬁlled out.

Quit
The “Quit” menu quits NoMAD Pro. Like all other menu items, this can be hidden from the user by manipulating
the preferences.

SECURITY
NoMAD Pro treats secrets with the respect they deserve. Passwords are never written to storage outside of the
user’s keychain, nor are they kept in memory for any longer than they have to be. NoMAD Pro is compliant with
Apple’s App Transport Security, and does not load any network data that is not secured via HTTPS with valid
certificates.
When interacting with Okta, NoMAD Pro uses the Okta Authorization API to pass the user’s name and
password over HTTPS. If the authentication is successful, NoMAD Pro presents the user with their multi-factor
authentication (MFA) options, if applicable, and then either submits the required MFA second factor, or, in the
case of Duo, shows the Duo web view to allow the user to interact directly with Duo.
On successful authentication, NoMAD Pro uses the state token generated by the authentication process to
then create a redirect URL to generate a session cookie in the browser of the user’s choice. NoMAD Pro does
not know or otherwise interact with the session cookie.
If allowed by the preferences, NoMAD Pro stores the user’s password in the default Keychain after a
successful authentication. This process is completed using the standard Apple SecKeychain APIs. For
organizations that prohibit this, the user can be blocked from using the keychain with a configuration profile.

Local Password Sync
NoMAD Pro checks the supplied Okta password after a successful authentication with the current local user
password, if configured to do so. If these passwords do not match, NoMAD Pro alerts the user to the
discrepancy and prompt the user to enter in their current local password. NoMAD Pro then uses the local
password and the Okta password to update the local user account, the user’s Keychain, and the FileVault
password to the current Okta password.
This behavior can be enabled by the user or in the Preferences window, or it can be forced either on or off by
an admin, via a configuration profile.
All password operations are done via Apple’s Open Directory APIs for checking the local account password,
and then the SecKeychain API for updating the local keychain password.

Keychain Items
NoMAD Pro can synchronize keychain items when the user changes their Okta password. Keychain items to
be synced are specified in the KeychainItems preference key, and then updated via Apple’s SecKeychain
APIs.
More information on this can be found here: https://nomad.menu/help/keychain-item-syncing/

DEPLOYMENT
NoMAD Pro can be deployed in a variety of ways; however, the focus here is on the most effective and common
methodologies.

Package Installer
The simplest way to install NoMAD Pro is to use the signed package installer provided by Orchard & Grove. This
package is signed by a valid Apple Developer identity, and installs NoMAD Pro into the computer’s Applications
folder.
You can use this package installer with a number of Mac management tools that allow for packages to be
deployed.

Launch Agent
Once the package has been installed, most organizations want NoMAD Pro to be running whenever a user logs
into the Mac. The simplest way to do this is to install a LaunchAgent, a small XML ﬁle that instructs macOS to
launch NoMAD Pro as the user whenever a user logs in. A working version of this is available from the NoMAD
website: http://nomad.menu/download/NoMADProLA-1.0.1.pkg

Licensing
NoMAD Pro requires a valid license to be deployed alongside it. This ﬁle can be deployed as either a preference
or a ﬁle in the NoMAD Pro application support folders.
The order of precedence for license discovery is:
1. NoMAD Pro preferences
2. A .nomadlicense ﬁle in /Library/Application Support/menu.nomad.NoMADPro
3. A .nomadlicense ﬁle in ~/Library/Application Support/menu.nomad.NoMADPro
For the license to be kept in the app preferences, you need to convert the license ﬁle to base64 format, and
then place it into a LicenseFile attribute in your proﬁle that is of the “data” type.
Contact sales@nomad.menu for information on obtaining a license ﬁle.

Troubleshooting

The simplest way to troubleshoot NoMAD Pro is to run it in verbose mode and capture the logs. This is done by
running the app from the command line with the “-v” ﬂag. You can run multiple copies of NoMAD Pro at the
same time, so to do this, simply run an additional copy of the software instead of unloading a LaunchAgent.
Open the terminal and run this command, assuming that NoMAD Pro is in your Applications folder:
/Applications/NoMAD\ Pro.app/Contents/MacOS/NoMAD\ Pro -v
You may also use the “-prefs” ﬂag to have all of the current preferences displayed on the command line output.
Any preferences set via a conﬁguration proﬁle is shown as “Forced”. This is the most complete and accurate
way of showing the current NoMAD Pro settings.

SAFARI EXTENSION
NoMAD Pro includes an extension for Safari as part of the NoMAD Pro application bundle. This extension
allows an organization’s admin to determine what webpage a user should be redirected to when attempting to
sign in to the Okta sign-in page.
This extension is fully sandboxed and signed. It follows Apple’s Application Extension programming guidelines,
and is only able to pass data with NoMAD Pro via a Shared App Group key. The only information passed is the
redirect URL that allows this to be set via the NoMAD Pro preferences.
Safari adds this extension the ﬁrst time that NoMAD Pro is launched on a machine, but does not enable it. It is
up to the user to enable the extension; however, you can alert them via the NoMAD Pro Preferences.
The NoMAD Safari Extension is only able to modify URLs ending in okta-emea.com, okta.com or
oktapreview.com. When active, going to a website ending in those domains triggers the NoMAD Pro Sign In
Window if the target URL is to the base okta.com and oktapreview.com URLs, or to those URLs with both “login”
and “token” in the path. Once triggered, the extension blanks the page, shows the NoMAD Pro Sign In Window,
and allows the user to authenticate to Okta. Upon a successful authentication, the Safari window is redirected
to the user’s Okta dashboard.

CHROME EXTENSION
A NoMAD Pro extension is also available on the Google Chrome Web Store here: https://chrome.google.com/
webstore/detail/nomad-pro-okta/dmegebclfcﬁgkacfeepokjbbapogaec
Like the Safari extension, the Chrome extension shows the NoMAD Pro Sign In window whenever a user goes
to a web page that asks for Okta authentication, when a session token is not already in the browser cookie jar.
The page is blanked until the user successfully signs in to Okta with NoMAD Pro, at which point the user’s Okta
dashboard is shown.
In addition to loading the NoMAD Pro extension from the Google Chrome Web Store, you need to install the
NoMAD Pro Native Messaging Handler. This package installs a Chrome Native Messaging Handler that works
with the NoMAD Pro extension to open up NoMAD Pro and the sign in window. The Native Messaging Handler
is a Swift binary.
Unlike Safari, admins can force a Chrome extension to be installed. Please see the Chrome documentation on
how to do this: http://dev.chromium.org/administrators/policy-list-3#ExtensionInstallForcelist

PREFERENCES
Setting and Getting
Preferences allow for full manipulation of NoMAD’s features, and can be set in a number of ways. For testing
purposes, the defaults command is very handy for both getting and setting the current NoMAD
conﬁguration. Keep in mind, however, that defaults does not show any forced preferences that have been set
by an MDM solution.
The defaults domain for NoMAD is menu.nomad.NoMADPro. Any and all preferences that NoMAD uses or
sets are from this domain.

Defaults
For detailed information on the user of this command, please consult the command-line documentation for it.
Some basic usage information is included below.
defaults read menu.nomad.NoMADPro
This is probably the most common use of defaults, and shows all current preference keys that have been set
for the application and their values.
defaults write menu.nomad.NoMADPro HidePreferences 1
This hides the “Preferences” menu item from the user. To remove that preference, you can use this defaults
command as well:
defaults delete menu.nomad.NoMADPro HidePreferences

Preferences Keys
Found below is a collection of all the preferences keys that NoMAD uses. The ﬁrst table contains keys that are
safe for an admin to force via a conﬁguration proﬁle; the second table lists keys that are set by NoMAD itself
and should never be programmatically forced. Nevertheless, admins are free to query those keys in scripts or
other applications, as long they don’t set them.
Each entry in the table has a key name, description, type, and sample value.
Any keys that are unset default to “false,” in the case of Booleans.

Key

Description

Type

Sample

Version

ActionsUpdateTime

Number of minutes between
updating the Actions Menu.
Defaults to 15 if unset.

Integer

30

1.2

ADExpirationShow

Shows a menu item beneath the
current user’s name showing the
user’s password expiration as
determined by AD.

Bool

false

1.1

AuthServer

URL for the Okta server, note no
preceding https: is required

String

dev-660125.okta
preview.com

1.0

AutoAuth

Determines if web extensions
automatically authenticate via the
NoMAD Pro UI.

Bool

true

1.1

ChangePasswordOrder

Determines the order and setting
for the password change menu.

Array of
Dictionaries

ChangePasswordTimer

Sets the time in minutes until the
user is prompted to sign in again
after a Password Change

Integer

3

1.2

CheckSafariExtension

Determines if the user is warned
that the NoMAD Pro extension has
not been enabled in Safari.

Bool

true

1.1

DontShowWelcome

Disables the showing of the
welcome splash screen on launch.

Bool

false

1.1

ExpirationWarningDays

Number of days from when the
user’s password expires to start
sending notiﬁcations via the
Notiﬁcation Center.

Integer

5

1.2

ExportableKey

Allows the private key of the user
certiﬁcate to be exported.

Bool

false

1.1

GetCertiﬁcateAutomati
cally

Enables NoMAD Pro to get a
certiﬁcate from a Windows web CA
automatically.

Bool

true

1.1

1.2

GetHelpType

String

App

1.0

Determines type of GetHelp
function (Bomgar, URL and App are
currently supported)
GetHelpOptions

URL or Path for GetHelpType
(<<serial>>, <<fullname>>,
<<shortname>> and <<domain>>
are currently supported as
substitutions)

String

HideAbout

Hides the About menu item.

Bool

true

1.1

HideActions

Hides the Actions menu item.

Bool

true

1.2

HideChangePassword

Hides the Change Password menu
item.

Bool

true

1.2

HideGetSoftware

Hides the Get Software menu item.

Bool

true

1.0

HideGetHelp

Hides the Get Help menu item.

Bool

true

1.0

HideLockScreen

Hides the Lock Screen menu item.

Bool

true

1.0

HidePreferences

Hides the Preferences menu item.

Bool

true

1.0

HideQuit

Hides the Quit menu item.

Bool

true

1.0

HideSignIn

Hides the Sign In menu item.

Bool

true

1.2

IgnoreDomainReachabil Determines if SRV record lookups
ity
are used to determine if the AD
domain is reachable.

Bool

false

1.2

KerberosRealm

Kerberos realm to use to get
Kerberos tickets as a side effect of
authentication

String

NOMAD.TEST

1.0

KerberosRenew

Determines if the Kerberos tickets
should be renewed or not.

Bool

true

1.1

KerberosShortName

The shortname to use for Kerberos
tickets. If unset the sign in name is
used.

String

joel

1.2

1.0
“/Applications/
Google
Chrome.app”

KerberosShortNameAs
k

Determines if the user is asked to
enter their Kerberos short name on
ﬁrst sign in.

Bool

false

1.2

KerberosShortNameAs
kMessage

The message text when asking the
user for their Kerberos short name.

String

Please enter in
your AD user
name.

1.2

KeychainItems

Items to updated when the user’s
local password is updated as well

Dict

Microsoft Lync,
HipChat,

1.0

KeychainItemsDebug

Updates keychain items on every
sign in. Used for debugging.

Bool

true

1.1

LicenseFile

The contents of a .nomadlicense
ﬁle encoded as Base64 data.

Data

LabelUsername

The text label for the username
ﬁeld in the Sign In window

String

corporate e-mail

1.0

LabelPassword

The text label for the password
ﬁeld in the Sign In window

String

corporate
password

1.0

LDAPServers

Speciﬁc Domain Controllers to use
for AD lookups.

Array of
Strings

[ “dc1.nomad.loc
al”,
dc2.nomad.local
”]

1.2

LocalPasswordSync

Determines if the Okta password is
synchronized with the local
account

Bool

true

1.0

LocalPasswordSyncMe
ssage

The alert dialog text that the user is String
presented with when asked to
enter in his or her local password

Please enter your
local user
account
password.

1.0

LocalPasswordSyncOn
MatchOnly

Only sync the password if the Okta
account name is the same as the
local account name

Bool

false

1.0

MenuAbout

Menu item text for the About item.

String

This app

1.1

MenuActions

Menu item text for the Actions
item.

Bool

Quick Actions

1.2

1.1

MenuChangePassword

Menu item text for the Change
Password item.

String

Change network
password

1.2

MenuIcon

Path to a 16x16 pixel image to use
as the icon in the menu bar.

String

/usr/local/
images/icon.png

1.1

MenuGetHelp

Menu item text for the Get Help
item.

String

File ticket

1.0

MenuGetSoftware

Menu item text for the Get
Software item.

String

Get Apps

1.0

MenuLockScreen

Menu item text for the Lock Screen
item.

String

Screen Lock

1.0

MenuPreferences

Menu item text for the Preferences
item.

String

Prefs

1.0

MenuSignIn

Menu item text for the Sign In item.

String

Login

1.0

MessagePasswordCha
ngePolicy

Message text when changing
password via Kerberos for the AD
complexity policy.

String

Please review the
employee
handbook

1.2

MessagePluginDisable
d

Text to show when alerting the
user that the Safari plugin has not
been enabled.

String

Please enable
the plugin in
Safari.

1.2

PasswordChangeCom
mand

Script or other binary to be run
after the user changes a password

String

/usr/local/bin/
change.sh

1.0

PasswordExpirationMe
nu

Determines if the countdown
before password expiration is
shown in the menu.

Bool

true

1.1

PasswordExpirationMe
nuDays

Threshold for number of days
remaining before this is shown in
the menu bar.

Int

15

1.1

PasswordPolicy

Complexity policy for changing the
password via Kerberos.

Dictionary

{
minLength = 6;
minLowerCase =
2;
minNumber = 2;
minSymbol = 1;
minUpperCase =
2;
minMatches = 3;
};

PeriodicUpdateTime

Time in minutes between periodic
background updates.

Int

15

1.1

SelfServicePath

File path for a Self Service
application not found
automatically.

String

/Applications/
Your.app

1.0

SignInCommand

Script or other binary to be run
after a successful sign in

String

/var/opt/bin/
scripts/
signin.bash

1.0

SignInLogo

Path to a logo ﬁle. The space is
342x90 pixels

String

/usr/local/
logo.png

1.2

Template

Certiﬁcate template from a
Windows web CA.

String

User Auth

1.1

TicketsOnSignIn

Causes NoMAD Pro to get
Kerberos Tickets

Bool

true

1.0

TitleSignIn

Title of the Sign In window.

String

Sign in to Okta

1.1

UseKeychain

Determines whether the Okta
password is stored in the user’s
Keychain

Bool

true

1.0

UseKeychainPrompt

Shows the Sign In window on
launch unless the user has a
password in the Keychain.

Bool

true

1.1

UseKeychainPromptExl
usions

List of users that can ignore the
keychain prompt

Array

User1, user2

1.1

WarnOnPasswordExpir
ation

Determines whether NoMAD Pro
should warn the user on sign in if
the password is about to expire.

Bool

true

1.0

WiﬁNetworks

A list of wireless networks that the
certiﬁcate created by NoMAD Pro
should be associated with.

Array

SSID1, SSID2

1.1

X509CA

URL of the Windows web CA for
NoMAD Pro to use for certiﬁcates.

String

dc1.nomad.test

1.1

Items Updated by NoMAD Pro
The following tables shows all items that NoMAD Pro writes out to the application preference ﬁle, but that
should not be managed via a conﬁguration proﬁle.
Key

Description

Type

Sample

Version

ADExpiration

The date the users’s password
expires as pulled from AD.

Date

2017-12-22 21:39:17
+0000

1.1

DisplayName

The full name of the user as pulled
from AD.

String

Carrie Caribou

1.1

ExpirationWarningLast

The time the last expiration
notiﬁcation was sent

Date

2020-12-22 21:39:17
+0000

1.2

FirstRunDone

Shows if NoMAD Pro has been
launched.

Bool

true

1.1

LastCertiﬁcateExpiratio
n

Longest expiration date of a
certiﬁcate pulled from AD for this
user.

Date

2020-12-22 21:39:17
+0000

1.1

LastSignIn

Date of the last successful sign in
to Okta.

Date

2020-12-22 21:39:17
+0000

1.2

PasswordLength

Password length requirement from
AD for the current AD user.

Integer

UserEmail

Email address of the user as pulled
from their AD record.

String

carrie@nomad.test

1.1

UserFirstName

First name of the user as pulled
from their AD record.

String

Carrie

1.1

8

1.2

Key

Description

Type

Sample

Version

UserGroups

Group membership of the user as
pulled from AD.

Array

Mammals, nomads,
admins

1.1

UserLastName

Last name of the user as pulled
from their AD record.

String

Caribou

1.1

UserLoginName

Last cloud identity account to log
in with NoMAD Pro.

String

carrie@orchardandgr
ove.com

1.0

UserShortName

Short name of the user as pulled
from their AD record.

String

carriec

1.1

UserUPN

UPN of the user as pulled from
their AD record.

String

carrie@nomad.test

1.1

APPENDIX A: MULTIFACTOR METHODS
Currently Supported NoMAD Pro Multifactor Methods
Okta allows for many forms of MFA, and we’ve made an effort to support a number of them. Below is a chart of
what methods are currently supported and which version of NoMAD Pro began including support for that
method. If you need another method, just ask us; adding additional MFA types is fairly easy, assuming that we
have the ability to test against a working setup.
MFA Type

Description

NoMAD Pro Version

Okta Verify

Okta OTP passwords

1.0

Okta Verify with Push

Okta Verify mobile application

1.0

Duo Security

Duo MFA - https://www.duo.com

1.0

Google Authentictator

Google Authenticator OTP

1.0

SMS Authentication

Okta built in SMS MFA

1.0

Security Question

Okta built in security question

1.0

Yubikey Hardware Token

OTP using a Yubikey token.

1.2

APPENDIX B: KERBEROS INTEGRATION
Using NoMAD Pro with Active Directory
While Okta may be your future identity provider, you may still have a large amount of legacy services that
require Kerberos authentication to Active Directory (AD). As a side effect of signing into Okta, NoMAD Pro can
get Kerberos tickets very easily.
For this to work, a user needs to have the same password for Okta as they do for AD. The directory in which
the user has been mastered does not matter; the important element is that the passwords are the same. For
determining the user name, NoMAD Pro strips anything after the “@“ sign of the user’s sign in name and adds
the Kerberos realm to the end of it.

Setting Up NoMAD Pro for Kerberos
Before enabling Kerberos authentication, a few settings have to be configured:
1. The user needs to store their password in the Keychain. Since the user is not typically connected to the AD
domain when signing in to Okta, NoMAD Pro waits for the domain to be reachable, and then attempts to
sign in as the user. NoMAD Pro does not cache the user password in memory, instead relying on the user’s
Keychain to hold the password. If Kerberos authentication does not work, NoMAD Pro does not try to
authenticate multiple times. Instead, the application removes the password form the Keychain so that it is
unable to use it again and accidentally lock the user out.
2. The Kerberos Realm must be configured. This is typically the all-caps version of your AD domain. NoMAD
Pro uses this to build the user’s Kerberos principal and to determine whether the user is able to reach the
domain or not.
3. “Get Kerberos Tickets” needs to be selected in NoMAD Pro Preferences.

AD Operation
NoMAD Pro uses the same process as NoMAD to interact with the AD Domain. Here are a few supported
features:
1. NoMAD Pro is fully site-aware. It uses an LDAP Ping methodology to determine the best site to use.
NoMAD Pro continues to use that site until it can either no longer reach a domain controller, or the network
changes, at which point NoMAD Pro redoes the site lookup process.
2. NoMAD Pro uses the system Kerberos and LDAP libraries so that they are updated as macOS is updated.
There has been no need to introduce additional libraries for this functionality as of yet.
3. The application supports functional levels of Windows 2000 through Windows 2016.

4. For password aging, NoMAD Pro is fully aware of fine-grained policies and uses them when displaying the
expiration time.
5. NoMAD re-evaluates the connection to the domain on a) startup, b) network change, and c) during a predefined period interval. The periodic check does not happen unless specifically configured in the
preferences.

Certiﬁcates
NoMAD Pro can get certificates from an AD Web Certificate Authority (CA) using Kerberos Authentication for
the user. If so configured, NoMAD Pro creates a certificate signing request (CSR) and submit that to the URL
specified in the preferences using the certificate template supplied there. If successful, NoMAD Pro then places
the signed certificate into the user’s Keychain.
The client needs to trust the CA’s SSL certificate in order to allow NoMAD Pro to do this.
By default, NoMAD Pro creates a key pair for the CSR and mark it as non-exportable from the user’s Keychain.
This can be turned off in the preference file.
NoMAD Pro automatically renews the certificate if the most recent certificate for that user has less than 30
days of validity left.

Preferences
Most of the Kerberos configuration can be done directly out of the Preferences window in NoMAD Pro:
• Get Kerberos Tickets - determines whether or not NoMAD Pro attempts to get Kerberos tickets
• Kerberos Realm - the Kerberos Realm you want to get tickets from. This is typically your AD domain in
uppercase letters.
• Show AD Expiration - causes a menu item to appear with the user’s password expiration date as pulled
from AD just below the “Sign In” item.
• Show Countdown - causes a “days remaining” countdown to be shown next to the NoMAD Pro icon in
the user’s menu bar.
• Starting at - only shows the countdown in the menu bar when the user is within the specified number of
days of expiration.
• Renew Tickets - automatically renews a user’s Kerberos tickets.

APPENDIX C: NOMAD PRO URLS
NoMAD Pro can be controlled to perform various functions from the Command Line. This can be easily used to
control various NoMAD Pro features with scripts or other applications.
You can access these URLs from the CLI via the open command. For example open nomadpro://signin
would cause the Sign In window to show.
URL

Action

NoMAD Pro Version

nomadpro://gethelp

Execute the Get Help function.

1.0

nomadpro://getsoftware

Execute the Get Software function.

1.0

nomadpro://open

Launch NoMAD Pro.

1.0

nomadpro://preferences

Open the NoMAD Pro Preferences window.

1.0

nomadpro://signin

Open the NoMAD Pro Sign In window.

1.0

nomadpro://signin-chrome

Open the NoMAD Pro Sign In window defaulting to
the Chrome browser conﬁguration.

1.0

nomadpro://signin-ﬁrefox

Open the NoMAD Pro Sign In window defaulting to
the Firefox browser conﬁguration.

1.0

nomadpro://signin-safari

Open the NoMAD Pro Sign In window defaulting to
the Safari browser conﬁguration.

1.0

